This is an expression from a purely physical standpoint of the well-known physiological theory of which the expei'imental basis is in brief:-1. Du Bois Reymond's demonstration that the excitatory process in nerve is •associated with electrical phenomena.
ThusBundle = Nerve or Muscle. Linear conductor = Nerve-fibre or Muscle-fibre. Point of origin = Exciting electrode, &c., or nerve-ending, &c.
In P art III the ordinary physiological terms are employed.
Statement of the Problem.
In previous papers on the capillary electrometer I have shown how it is possible, from the curves obtained by photographing on a rapidly moving plate the excursions of the end of the column of mercury, to draw derived curves representing the variations of the difference of potential by which these excursions were produced.
I have pointed out* that the photographic records obtained when two currents of definite potential difference and opposite in direction, lasting respectively as long as the first and the second phase of the electrical response of muscle, are thrown in succession into the eleotro-meter, differ in form from the records of the muscle response. In the former case the movement of the meniscus commences suddenly-the velocity is maximal at the commencement-the change of direction is sudden, and the end of the second phase is sudden also. It is quite otherwise with the records of the electrical response of muscle or nerve. There is great variety in them. The movement generally com mences gradually. Maximum velocity may occur early or quite near the end of the first phase. The reversal of direction may be so sudden as to form a cusp, or the curve may be flat-topped for 0*001 sec. or 0*002 sec. The second or electro-negative phase may be cut short, or may exceed the first or electro-positive phase in magnitude. It may end almost abruptly or tail off so gently that it is difficult to deter mine when it ceases. But so long as the conditions are unaltered the same shaped curve is produced on repeating the experiment.
These varieties among the records are therefore due to characteristic peculiarities of the preparations.
But the characteristic peculiarities of a preparation may depend on the one hand upon its physiological state, and on the other upon purely physical and experimental conditions. It is necessary there fore to trace the influence of these latter on the form of the records, in order, by a process of elimination, to discover the results due to physio logical differences.
I propose therefore in the present communication to show that it is possible to obtain further information by applying to the derived curves a process of interpretation based on purely physical grounds, and shall avoid dealing with the physiological side of the question except so far as may be necessary for the sake of clearness.
The first statement of the problem is best made from the experi mental standpoint, and may be expressed briefly as follows* :-On [F A source of electromotive force is developed at a given point in J l bundle of linear conductors imperfectly insulated from each ■ other, is propagated* in both directions along the bundle, and I finally subsides. It is required to investigate the variations of | potential difference between any pair of points on the com i ductors.
Obviously the conditions are extremely complex, and a complete a solution is impracticable because, from the nature of the case, it 9 impossible to determine the amount of the leakage from each eon-f ductor into the bundle. It is possible, however, to separate from the 1 results those which depend upon purely physical conditions, and thus to clear the ground for the discussion of the truly physiological phenomena. In analysing photographs taken in this laboratory I have met with illustrations of all the points brought forward in this paper. * In thus dealing with the problem, it is necessary to take the follow-i ing considerations into account:-(!•) That the linear conductors (or briefly the conductors) consti tuting the bundle are not necessarily all of the same length. (2.) That the electrical change originates in each conductor at a i certain point of its length, from which it is propagated simul-1 taneously in both directions. (3.) That the points at which the electrical change originates in the different conductors may be all situated in the same cross-sec-1 tion of the bundle, or may be distributed along a certain portion or portions of its length. (4.) That the development, as also the subsidence, of the E.M.F. at j any given point of a conductor may conceivably be gradual or 1 sudden, i.e., the change from zero to maximum, or versa, m may be instantaneous, but is not necessarily so. (5.) That the time relations and intensity of the electrical change 1 may be temporarily or permanently modified at a given point J in any or all the conductors of the bundle.
In stating the problem it is necessary to put it into such a form as ; will represent these conditions.
The simplest way of doing so is to deal first with the case of the single linear conductor, and to express the electrical changes in it as ' • the sum of two functions-one representing the development and the other the subsidence of a wave of electromotive force passing along it. Having thus dealt with the single linear conductor, the more complex case of a bundle of conductors may be expressed as the sum of a number of similar functions with different constants.
But although this method of proceeding is convenient for examining the experimental results, it only represents indirectly the facts which it is our object to investigate.
The real problem may be stated th u s: Conceive three similar con secutive short portions, A, B, C, of a single nerve fibre, such that each of them may be regarded as a complete element of the fibre; it is required to determine-1. The development, duration, and subsidence of the electrical changes in either of them. 2. Those conditions in B which enable it to become active under the influence of A. 3. Those conditions in B which enable it to induce a state of activity in C.
It will be observed that 1, 2, and 3 enter simultaneously into almost every possible experiment, but may be separately investigated by two distinct methods, namely, the physical-e.^., alteration of position of leads, exciting electrodes, &c.-and the physiological e.g., influence of temperature, electrotonus, reagents, injury, &c. But whether the method be physical or physiological, the analysis of the photographic record merely gives the sum of the electrical changes occurring between * two fixed electrodes at any given moment, so that in either case the analysis itself has to be interpreted in order to show how the curve is to be explained in terms of 1, 2, and 3. . It will be observed that no assumptions are made either as to the cause of the electrical phenomena, or the mode in which they are related to the activity of the tissue, beyond the fact that there is in muscle or nerve a potential gradient between a part in a state of physiological activity and neighbouring parts at rest. The E.M.F. might, so far as this investigation is concerned, be a function of the active condition, or of the transition from one state to another. In either case the method of dealing with the records would be the same. But having ascertained the meaning of the records, it may be possible by comparing them to determine whether the electrical changes are essential, or merely concomitant phenomena, of the active state.
I. Variations of Potential Difference between Two Points of a Linear* 1
Conductor traversed by a Source of E.M.F.
In the accompanying diagram ( fig. 1 ) the successive stages of the electrical condition are represented graphically, and arranged in order of time. An electromotive force is supposed to originate at the point P, from which it spreads in both directions, the shaded portions indicating the parts in which it exists, and those not shaded the parts not yet reached by it, or no longer affected. The shaded parts may therefore be considered as positive to the unshaded. After a certain interval the effect subsides. This is represented as occurring first at the point from which it originated. Obviously, if the duration of the active period is the same for each point of the linear conductor, the time curve of the subsidence of the wave of E.M.F. will be parallel to its development. It does not, however, necessarily follow that it must be so, and hence the cessation of electrical activity may be more con veniently represented as a separate function of the time. The general effect of varying the rate at which the electrical change is propagated, and its duration in various parts of the linear con ductor, is shown in figs. 2 to 7. They are drawn on the same plan as 1) that is to say, time is reckoned from above downwards, and position on the linear conductor horizontally. The excitation is supposed to take effect at the centre of the conductor, and to spread symmetrically to the right and to the left. But in order to show more forcibly the relation between the above-mentioned two modes of expi essing the problem, the right-hand half of each figure represents the electrical change as a wave passing along the conductor, while the left-hand half gives the commencement, duration, and end of the electrical activity at a series of points on the conductor.
The relation of the electrical changes to variations of potential difference between any given pair of leads may be studied by drawing a pair of vertical lines the required distance apart on tracing cloth, applying them to the diagram so as to represent by their position Xe position of the leads. The first phase begins when the wave of electrical activity reaches the first lead, and continues until it either leaves the first lead or arrives at the second. The second phase begins whenever the wave has both left the first lead and arrived at the second. But if neither or both the leads are affected by the wave, there is zero potential difference between them.
In fig. 1 the duration of the active period is constant for all parts of the conductor. This involves equality between the rate of propaga tion and the rate at which the disturbance dies out along the conductor. Both the length of the wave and the duration are constant.
" , , , , . . In fig 2 the velocity of propagation of the development is greater than that of the subsidence of the effect. Both the duration and the wave-length increase regularly. The converse of this is shown in fig 3, where the wave of development travels slower than that of subsidence, corresponding to a regularly diminishing wave-length and also duration.
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Becords of the o f Nerve. Manifestly under such conditions the response would not be propa gated beyond a limited distance. I have some reason for believing that responses of this character might be obtained from kept muscle with minimal stimuli. . Up to this point there has been no marked difference between the two ways of representing the problem. With fig. 4 it is otherwise. Here the-rate of propagation is constant, but the duration, as shown on the left side, suddenly increases at a certain point from 3 to 5 units Regarded as a wave of electrical activity, this sudden change ir equivalent, as the right side of the figure shows, to a gradual increase of wave-length to a new constant value. fig. 4 , the duration suddenly diminishing at a certain point from 5 to 3. This diagram brings out the curious result that under these conditions the wave may split up into two por tions. Moreover, for certain positions of the leads, the record in such a case would be monophasic.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the effects of a change in the rate of propagation, unaccompanied by any change in the duration. Two things should he noticed first, that the slower rate of propagation corresponds to a shorter wave unless the duration is increased in the same proportion, and farther, that whereas the change of rate is sudden, the change of wave-length is gradual.
Problems of this type arise when two portions of the same nerve are Vent at different temperatures. They may be worked ou grap ica y, or by writing a separate formula for each portion where a sudden Chp r S e°X g 'to a closer examination of the problem it wUl be convenient to consider in the first place the variations of P.Di due to the propagation of the wave-front of electrical activity. I t may be assumed provisionally that its rate of propagation is constant, and th at its Lssage is marked by a sudden definite rise of potential. As a farther simplification, the linear conductor is assumed to be of the origin of co-ordinates being situated to the left of the portion under consideration, so that the position of each of the leads connecting it with the electrometer may be represented by a positivê L etY h e line ON, fig. 8 , represent a linear conductor of indefinite length, and let P be the point at which the electrical change originates. Let the distance OP = p. Let leads connecting ON meter be placed at any two of the points A, B, or, D, and let the respective distances from O be a, b, a. Let T = t + s,he the time that has elapsed since the in stimulation, s representing the latent period if any exists, and being the time that has elapsed since the response commenced. In mos cases s is eliminated, and therefore t will be used m the formulae. exceptions are dealt with on p. 211.
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. Let x represent the distance from O of the wave-ron o electrical change at the time t. Then 4 w ere v velocity of propagation of the wave-front in centimetres per secon The sign of v is positive for all points to the right of p and negative for all points to the left of it. , In the simple case under discussion, namely, that of a sud en definite rise of potential at the wave-front, it is manifest that a difference of potential will be established between A and B as soon as the wave-front has passed B, and that it will cease when the wave-ron reaches A, both electrodes being then at the higher potential: i.e., the P.D. begins when b = p -vtv and ends when a = p -vt2.
; -and the duration of the difference of potential between A and B is
Inasmuch as this expression does not contain^, it is evident that the duration of the P.D. between two leads both of which are situated on the same side of P is independent of the position of the point at which the electrical change originates, and is conditioned solely, so far as the wave-front is concerned, by the distance between the two leads. On the other hand, the period of delay between the moment at which an E.M.F. is first established at P, and the commencement of the P.D. between the leads, varies directly with the distance of P from B.
The case is otherwise when leads on both sides of P are taken, j B and D. The wave-front reaches B when = (pand it reaches D when t2 -
Suppose D is nearer to P than B is, this will make a P.D. in the same direction as in the previous example. Then tv and the duration of the P.D. is,
This expression is clearly a maximum when either 0 or 0. It will be observed th at the sign of the resulting P.D. varies according as Tc or l is greater. Hence the duration of the P.D. will be greatest when one of the leads coincides with P, zero if P is midway between them, and it will vary in sign according as D or B is nearer to the point at which the E.M.F. originates. The delay will be zero if either electrode coincides with P, and cannot exceed the maximum of
,at which point the duration becomes zero, and the value the P.D. consequently vanishes.
The next step is to trace the time relations of the P.D. between the terminals which may result from the removal of the source of E.M.F. If the condition of electrical activity after having invaded the whole conductor begins at any moment to subside simultaneously at all points, and if the rate of subsidence is the same at all points of it, no P.D. will be produced between any two points, however situated. If the electrical activity begins to subside before it has invaded the entire conductor, and while the wave-front is still between the two electro meter leads, then if it subsides simultaneously over the whole part affected, the P.D. between the leads will simply fall to zero.
If the electrical activity, after having invaded the whole conductor, subsides first at the two ends of it, persisting longest at P, where it originated, the period of the subsidence will be marked by a second P.D. between the leads, of the same sign as that evoked by the wavefront of electrical change.
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But by observation it is found that the first electrical change (in the case of muscle or nerve) is followed by a second in the opposite direc tion, and therefore we are justified in assuming that the subsidence o f the condition of activity in the case of muscle and nerve takes place first at the point at which it originated.
We may therefore designate the position in the linear conductor of the wave-front of cessation from the active condition by an expression, of the form,
where 0 represents the duration of electrical activity in the portion of the linear conductor under P. If the central portions of the linear conductor remain active longer than those nearer the ends, then vx >v. If the period of activity becomes longer as the ends are approached we must have V\ < v. But if under normal conditions each portion of the linear conductorbecomes active to the same degree, and for an equal period, then 0 = v, and the progress of the wave of electrical activity must berepresented by two parallel curves, one indicating its development and. the other its subsidence for successive points along the linear conductor.
Hence in the normal case now under consideration we may put i'i = v. Then, between the leads A and B, B becomes negative to A when the wave of cessation
and remains negative to t until the wave-front reaches A, i.e., when t% =
The duration of the P.D. is as before
the two waves differing only by a time-constant 6. Taking now the combined effect of both waves, it is evident that the form of the resulting curve of P.D. must depend upon the relation between 6 and (b -a)/v.
If (b -a)/v is less than 6 then the first phase of the effect upon theleads A and B will be over before the second phase begins, and there fore there will be an interval of between them during, which the P.D. will be zero. If (ba ) / ṽ 6 then the first phase will be succeeded by the secon phase with no interval between.
If ( b -a)/v is greater than 6 then the second phase starts before th first is over, but being of opposite sign, and ex liypothesi equal in intensity, neutralises it and produces zero P.D. for a period equal to The case of leads on either side of P is similar, the phases of the resulting P.D. varying according to the relation
II.
Faviations of P J). between Two Points of a Bundle of Line Conductor's traversed by a Source of Electromotive Force.
Hitherto it has been assumed that the rise of P.D. at the wavefront of electrical activity is sudden, and its fall equally sudden at the end of the wave, and also that the electrical change is not complicated by the structure of the linear conductor in which it occurs.
It is necessary to investigate farther the modifications which may result when a number of such linear conductors act together.
In my paper on the " Time Relations of the Capillary Electro meter, * I pointed out that in the case of muscle the rise of potential difference at the wave-front is not sudden, and the same is shown with respect to nerve in the analyses published by Professor Gotch and myself. Moreover, in the discharge of the electrical organ of Malapterurus, the E.M.F. is gradually developed, although in this case the phenomenon cannot be accounted for by propagation. There is sufficient evidence to warrant the introduction into the formula of a term expressing gradual development of E.M.F.
In dealing with the phenomena of a bundle of linear conductors, three things have therefore to be taken into account, viz. :-* ' Phil. Trans.,' A, yol. 183, pp. 100, 104.
A The points of origin of the wave of activity in the several linear I ' conductors may be differently situated in the bundle. B The development of the E.M.F. at any given point of a linear conductor may be gradual, and so also may its subsidence, and the rate of subsidence may be different from the rate of C. The^onstituent linear conductors may not all extend to both of the leads selected.
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Photographic (1 ) It is evident that with respect to the leads A and B, the duration of each phase of the effect will be alike for all the linear conductors, namely ,(b-a)/v.
•. ,x, But the initial delay will differ for each, being (p1-b)l'v, {P2 -&c., the amount of this difference being &c* If all the conductors constituting the bundle were perfectly insulated from each other, since all the E.M.F.'s would be in parallel, there would be no higher P.D. produced by the joint action of any number of conductors. But if, as is probable, the short-circuiting is con siderable, though of undeterminable amount, it may be assumed pro visionally that the effective P.D. between the leads varies directly according to some function of the number of active conductors m the bundle. The problem then resolves itself into one of summation.
The " duration " of the effect, so far as the wave-front is concerned, is counted from the beginning of the earliest to the end of the latest effect. Hence the duration must be dependent partly on the dis tribution of the points of origin in the several linear conductors con stituting the bundle.
Each conductor, as it flashes into activity, keeps up the P.D, for a time given by t -( b -a ) / v, but its contributi according to the position of P.
We may therefore write,
i.e., the duration is increased by an amount equal to the time required iby the wave to traverse the whole length occupied by the points of origin.
The rise of P.D. will be more or less gradual, and so will its sub sidence, although the actual changes in each constituent conductor are still supposed to be sudden and definite in amount. The effect of a gradual development of E.M.F. will be dealt with later.
It is manifest that the most favourable conditions for studying the •distribution of the points of origin are when the leads are far enough apart to separate the two phases of the response by a zero interval.
(2.) W ith leads B and D, i.e., on both sides of a group of points of origin, the case is different (see fig. 9 ).
By the same formula as before,
and the duration is comprised between the smallest and the greatest value of t. Now if PJD < BPx then is BP,, > PJ5T tJP^D " «, B P 7-P jX = f3 P x-P n = y. Then BP,,, = a + fS + y ,which is greater than Hence in this case the total duration of the first phase, due to the wave-front, is governed by Vn the point of origin nearest to dither lead, and the direction or sign of the P.D. depends on which lead it is nearest to.
From this it follows that if any two similar conductors, P x and Pm, in the bundle have their points of origin of E.M.F. situated at equal distances on either side of the middle point between B and D, they will neutralise each other, not only as regards the P.D. resulting from the development of the wave of E.M.F. in them, but also as regards the effect produced by its subsidence.
Similarly P 2 will neutralise P w_i, and P 3 will neutralise Pm_2, so th a t no difference of potential will result save from the portion P»m+i .... P n, i.e., the points of origin not symmetrically situated between the leads B and D.
This consideration indicates a method which I have occasionally employed of locating the mean position of a group of points of origin.
(3.) W ith points of origin partly between and partly beyond the leads, as in fig. 10 .
Here B . P n is the longest distance, and therefore governs the superior limit of duration. But D itself is over a point of origin, fcence pa -v h = d marks the beginning of the difference of potential, and this gives h = 0. It should be noted that, as in the previous case, if any two similar conductors have their points of origin of E.M.F. situated at equal distances on either side of the middle point between B and D they will neutralise each other, and thus reduce the total P.D. In fig. from its position would add nothing to the P.D. until the wave-front starting from it had reached D on the one side. But its effect would cease the moment the opposite front of the wave reached B. The maximum would therefore be as intense as with all the points of origin outside the leads, but it would last a shorter time and appear to develop more slowly.
In this connection it may be observed th at the form of the rise of potential difference between the leads B and A gives the distribution of the points of origin jPi, p%, p % , , . . . in the bund of the rise of potential difference for the leads C and D gives the distribution of p n, P n -i > P n -2,& c. Furthermore, it is evident that the curve of the second phase, in all cases where the leads are far enough apart, must be a repetition, reversed, of the curve of the first phase, so far as it is conditioned by the distribution in the bundle of the points of origin, and th at any difference between the first and second phases must be due either to interference through overlapping or to some difference, general or local, in the time relations of the development and subsidence of the wave of electromotive force, or of its rate of propagation. The analyses show that such a difference exists.
B. Influence of the Rate of Development and of Subsidence of the E.M.F. at a Given Point of each Conductor in the Bundle.
The possibility that the development of the E.M.F. at successive points of a single linear conductor may not be sudden but gradual, must also be taken into consideration.
The effect as regards the time relations of the difference of potential a t the leads is in the main similar to that produced by a bundle of con ductors in which the points of origin of the wave of electrical change are distributed over a definite portion of its length.
If the circumstances are such that the distribution of the points of origin cannot be determined, and if there is no means by which the electrical activity can be caused to originate at some definite point of the bundle, then it does not appear that sufficient data are afforded W J the electrometer records to discriminate between the effect of the noncoincidence of the points of origin, and of the gradual development and subsidence of the E.M.F. at any given point.
Inasmuch, however, as it must not be assumed that the rate of i rise and rate of fall of E.M.F. are equal, i.e., that the potential gradient ■ at the wave-front is the same as that at the end of the wave, it becomes necessary to find some mode of representing the time relations ofthe variations of E.M.F. at any given point of a single linear con-1 ductor. For this purpose the following device may serve : Let each 1 linear conductor be conceived as consisting of a number of parallel elements which flash into complete activity in succession, and remain active for a period not necessarily equal, after which each one in turn passes suddenly into a condition of re s t; let the conductor consist of parallel linear elements so that 7rx -7r0 is the small interval of time that elapses before the second element comes | into action, and so on. . Then the time at which a difference of potential is derived from f each of these elements in succession will bẽ
and the times at which these contributions to the total P.D. cease will : be respectivelỹ
If & -1 the formula represents an equal rate of rise and fall of E.M.F. at each point of the conductor.
If k < 1 the fall is more rapid than the rise. If h > 1 the rise is more rapid than the fall.
C. Effect upon the Variations of P.D. when the Conductor's constituting the Bundle are not all of the same Length.
There yet remains a farther complication arising in the ease of a non-regular bundle, of which some of the constituent conductors do not extend far enough to pass under both leads.
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Figk 11.' As in Fig. 9 . A, B, electrometer leads. Pj . . . . P " points of origin.
But some of tlie linear conductors do not reach from B to A.
Let Q be the point at which a linear conductor ends, such that OQ = qy and following the notation hitherto employed, let qi, fp . . . , qn [represent the positions of the ends of the conductors in which a wave of electrical activity originates at the points
Then^nfglecting the function / ( ir), which need not be here taken separately into account, the time of initial change of P.D. between ithe leads B and A will be t -(pi~b)/v for the wave-front, which Iwill continue moving onwards till h = (Pi ~ ?i)/®> where it will stop, so far as the conductor denoted by p\ is concerned. I g ut ^6 p.D. due to the wave-front in those conductors which do not reach the second lead, will not diminish until the tail of the wave, or subsidence of the E.M F., begins at the first lead. This will be when <i' = ( p i -b + v0)/v, and since this expression does not conta the second or electro-negative phase begins at the same time for regular as for non-regular bundles. But the second phase will end so far as the conductor denoted by pi is concerned when tj = (pi-qi + vO)/vT the relation ( P~f)lv determining whether there is zero between th It is evident, therefore, that in the case of a bundle of conductors I some of which do not reach the second lead, the difference of potential due to the development of the E.M.F. will rise as rapidly as in a regular bundle, but will fall off more slowly, so that the first or electro positive phase taken by itself may last longer and even,be more
Illt/6I1S6
But the second or electro-negative phase, due to the subsidence of the E.M.F. while beginning at the same time as in a normal bundle, will cease in each conductor as soon as it reaches q, causing the curve to tail off in proportion to the number of conductors which come to an end between A and B.
The function/(tt) merely rounds off the abruptness of the change.
III. On the Interpretation of the Photographic Records.
Gathering together the results of the preceding investigation, we find that the expression representing that portion of the P.D. due to the development of the wave of E.M.F. in the bundle is of the form and that due to its subsidence, is of the form -t,p, t t, q), the time relations of the total P.D. between A and B, being repre sented symbolically by the sum of these functions, taking t as the ! variable.
The object of the present investigation is to find out how far it may be possible under these exceedingly complicated conditions to determine VOL. l x x . » Q separately v, the velocity of propagation, p the distribution of the points of origin, 6 the duration of the electromotive effect, ir its rate of development, k. tt its rate of subsidence, and q t conductors which do not reach the second lead.
As has been already stated, the problem is rendered more difficult by the fact that there must always be an escape of current within the bundle from one conductor to another, the amount of which cannot be determined. The function v, i.e., the velocity of propagation, known, be easily determined by varying the interval between P and B. This may be done by shifting B with respect to A, or by changing the position of P.
And the value of v may then be deduced by comparison of the records obtained before and after the change.
The comparison may be made either between the times at which the curve commences, or between the times at which the direction of the movement of the meniscus changes.
The commencement of the curve is sometimes difficult to detect/ otherwise it would be the best to use, for it depends simply on p, tt),' and so long as p x is greater than b (i.e., the points of outside the leads) the delay of the beginning of the first phase is directly proportional to the time required by the wave to travel from P to B.
But if B is brought within the region occupied by the points of origin, there is a discrepancy owing to the fact that the rate of rise of P.D. is altered, and lessened.
The apex of the curve is frequently very well defined. It is some-j times referred to as marking the end of the first phase and the beginning of the second. This is approximately but not strictly true. The change of sign occurs a short but variable time after the change of direction of the movement of the mercury.* Taking however the time of the actual zero P.D., which can be easily determined by interpolation on the derived curve, it is neces sary to inquire whether this varies directly with the distance of B from P.
Zero P.D. is reached when
Each term of this expression represents a series of values of P.D. forming a curve which is not symmetrical unless, among other condi tions, the function / (q~) is absent. But / (q), whenever present, is conditioned by the position of I " Consequently, if, to determine v, we compare the times of zero P.D. for different values of B, or of B and A, keeping P constant, the jresults will only be reliable if all the conductors of the bundle pass funder A and B in both positions, but not otherwise, because then the [Sape of the second half of each curve will be altered, and consequently jthe time at which the ordinate of the second half of the curve of [positive potential difference equals the ordinate of the first half of the curve of negative potential difference, will also be altered. I Hence, if the bundle of conductors is not regular in structure, v should be determined by keeping A and B constant, and varying P, the position of the exciting electrodes. I Having found v, a comparison of the lengths p, a, and b gives the true time t, and this compared with the measured time T shows whether there is any latent period S.
Influence of Temperature on Velocity of
Is it possible by comparison of photographs taken at different tem peratures, the position of the leads A and B and of the point of excitation P remaining constant, to determine the variation with the temperature of the velocity of propagation 1
Here again there are two parts of the curve that might be selected for comparison, viz., the commencement and the apex. It is necessary to inquire whether / (v) is the only function likely to be changed so as to affect the result.
' The commencement of the curve depends on f (v, t, p, :r, q) . Of these, / ( v ) ,t he velocity of propagation, and / (tt), the rate of development, are the only functions that can possibly be affected by change of temperature. But it is equally certain that they are both so affected, the E.M.F. developing much more slowly at low temperatures. (See fig. 12 .) The determination therefore of the actual commencement of the curve by extrapolation on the analysis is liable to an error which in practice is negligible above 7° C., but increases rapidly below that temperature.
In our present apparatus, which will be fully described in another paper, temperature is determined to 0o,03 C., or 0°-01 C. if necessary. The importance of this precaution is evident from fig. 12 . . If the apex is taken as the point of comparison, the conditions are i more complex, for at the apex + %lf (v, t, p, n, q) -£*/ (», t, p, 6, . ir, q) 
This will depend not only on / ( and / (tt), but also on / (0) and ? / (7c), both of which may be affected by temperature.
Unless, therefore, it can be shown that these functions vary so at to preserve the same relative values at different temperatures, the ape* cannot be used for this determination on a single set of observations.
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Mr. G. J. Burch. It should be noted that this method will not serve if the nerve is excited from the proximal end, because then / (q) comes in.
If, however, the nerve is excited at two fixed points in succession at each temperature, keeping A and B constant, the effect of / (tr), / (6), ancl/(& ) be eliminated from the result, and only the function representing velocity of propagation will remain.
Functions affecting the Form of the Curve.
In the photographic records the total P.D. between the leads is given by E = al + / 3 . dr/dd, where l -r -R is the distance of the meniscus from its z position R.
In the derived curves the values of E are plotted as ordinates with the corresponding values of time as abscissae. Hence
But by the preceding investigation it has been shown that, for the first phase, dE -f ( dp dir dq > dt ~ * 9 is a function of three variables, namely, the number of linear conductors coming into action, d r the growth of the difference & potential at each point of each conductor, and dqjdt, the diminution bf the number of active conductors between the leads owing to some U them not extending from P to A. Of these, dp/dt and dir/dt can lonly he separated by such experimental methods as are tantamount to ichanaing the distribution of the points of origin. | instance, a muscle may be excited directly or by its nerve. In the latter case, the distribution of the points of origin is conditioned bv that of the nerve endings-in the former case, by the disposition of the exciting electrodes. By a comparison of the results, a determina tion of f (p) may be attempted, leaving, however, the uncertainty as to whether the altered mode of excitation may or may not have modified/(tt).
. , . . . What may be termed the centre of gravity of the points of origin can easily be found on a gastrocnemius or sartorius by placing the leads one above and one below the nerve entrance, and shifting them till no excursion of the meniscus results on excitation.
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Duration.
If the apex of the spike is very sharp and its beginning and end are gradual the analysis will show in. many cases that the transition from maximum electro-positive to maximum electro-negative occupies about as long as the development of the first or electro-positive phase from zero. This is commonly met with in fresh muscle, especially gastroc nemius,* and fresh uninjured nerve. _ . It indicates that the duration of the active condition at each point is so related to rate of propagation, the development of the E.M.F. and its subsidence, the distribution of the centres of origin, and the distance between the leads, that the maximum slope of the wave-front (to make use of the other mode of expressing the problem) just reaches the electrode A as the maximum slope of the end of the wave passes B.
In other words, a sharp apex results from a particular relation between 6, v, p, Jc, i r, and q, and the leads A and B, so th apex may become flat-topped from several quite different causes.
Elat-topped apices may be given by-(1.) Kept nerves, especially at low temperatures. It is very important to note that a flat-topped curve may indicate either that the wave of activity is so short compared with the distanZ between the leads, that its end has completely passed the first leal before its front has reached the second, or , that the wave of activity is so long, that both leads are for an appreciable time in cluded between its beginning and its end. The most direct way •of discriminating between the two cases is to alter the distance between the leads. If, with the leads farther apart, a sharper apex is produced, the wave is longer than from A to B. If, on the contrary, the length of the flattened summit is increased, the wave is shorter than the distance between the leads. An instance of this is given in fig. 14 . So far as the curves hitherto analysed have shown, both in kept nerves, and in nerve under the influence of CO2, the-length of the wave is relatively less than in fresh uninjured nerve. That is to say, the duration is not sufficiently increased to compensate for the slower rate of propagation.
In fig. 13 two analyses are given. One of these, No. 1657, is that of a nerve response under normal conditions. The apex of the photo graphed curve was sharp, indicating that the length of the wave was approximately equal to the distance between the electrodes, 1 *6 cm. The velocity of propagation, v, was 934 cm. per second.
The curve of which No. 1663 was the analysis, taken during the •rfinn of COj, was flat-topped, indicating th at the wave was shorter than the distance between the leads. Unfortunately, an exact detec t i o n of the velocity was not possible, owing to the great changes in the rate of development, / (v). It may, however, be taken approxi mately as 467 cm. per second. This would imply a duration (») of 0 0 0 1 7 1 3 second in both cases. . . That is to say, the effect of C 02 is to make, the propagation rate slower and the E.M.F. both smaller and slower in development, but not greatly to alter the duration of the maximum E.M.F. at any given point. W ith regard to the last clause, however, I propose to obtain J j w 14 is an interesting set of analyses. The nerve, with the gastrocnemius attached, had been kept in tap-water saline for 20 hours. I t was excited in the usual way, and the electrometer elec trodes were placed for the first experiment, No. 1532, 21 mm. apart.
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The proximal electrode was then moved 8 mm. nearer the distal, so that they were 13 mm. apart in No. 1534, and 6 5 mm. apart in No. 1535. , , No. 1534 had a much sharper apex than either of the others, ana the analyses indicate th at the distance between the electrodes was greater than the length of the wave in 1532, and less in 1535. I t may be taken that the length of the wave was approximately 13 mm. The rate of propagation, v, was 1055 cm. per second, so that the duration (0) was about 0*00123 cm. per second in this preparation.
In fig. 15 a similar preparation was used, but the nerve had been kept 48 hours.
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Mr On this occasion the proximal electrode was fixed, and the distal electrode was moved nearer to it, the distance between them being 23 mm. in No. 1064 (T * 4°*5C.), and 8 mm. in No. 1071. I t will be noticed that the curves in this case commence at the same time, whereas in fig. 14, when the proximal electrode was moved, they crossed the zero line together. The velocity, , is about 1000 cm. per second, and the length of the wave about 2 cm., giving a duration 6 of about 0*002 second, during which the electrical activity of each part in succession is at a maximum.
From the analyses it would appear that the period of development, f (w), occupied 0*0005 second, and th at of subsidence, / ( . «•) 0*0015 second, from which it may be inferred that this particular nerve would have been incapable of the smallest electrical response to a second stimulus during / (7r) + 0= 0*0005 second + 0*0020 capable of a more or less feeble response during a farther period of 0*0015 second.
But although after about 0*0040 second the nerve might respond with full force, it by no means follows th at a separate record would be given by the electrometer, for if the distance between maximum electro-negative of the first wave and maximum electro-positive of the
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pnna exactly equals the distance between the leads, they neutralise " eh other, and the electrometer only records the electro-pos.Uve Hirst phase) of the first wave and the electro-negative (second phase) nf the second, fusing them into a single response.
. , . For the electrometer indicates in every case merely the algebraic sum of all the potential differences existing at any instant between the two leads.
Development cind Subsidence.
Flat-topped curves are particularly valuable for determining the rates of development and subsidence of the electromotive condition a anv eiven point on the nerve.
It is, however, necessary first to ascertain to which of the two classes mentioned above, the curve belongs.
(A) Let the length of the wave be greater than the distance between the leads and let all the linear conductors pass under both leads. Then both the beginning and the end of the first or electro positive phase will be due to the wave front-passing first under the proximal and then under the distal electrode, the first phase of the photographed curve will therefore be sigmon with the two ends similar as in fig. 16 , , and the analysis of it will be of the type shown in fig. 16 , b, that is to say, symmotrxCcd
The second or electro-negative phase will be due entirely ' to the subsidence of the electromotive condition, first at the proximal lead, giving the beginning of the second phase, an then at the distal lead, corresponding to the end of the curve. . This phase also will be sigmoid with the two ends similar. The shape of each end will depend on two functions, one of which, / ( p) , representing the distribution of the po origin, is common to both first and second phase; but the other, / (k, tt), the rate of subsidence, is peculiar to the second phase.
. . I have come to the conclusion that in the great majority of cases the curves indicate a slower rate of subsidence than of development. The second phase of the photographed curve may therefore have under these conditions the form shown in fig. 16 , c, and its analysis will be represented by fig. 16, d. (B.) The second class of curve is produced when the length of the wave is less than the distance between the leads. In this case the beginning of the first phase and the beginning of the second phase are both due to the development of th® electromotive changes, and the end of the first phase and the end of the second phase to their subsidence. Fig. 17 represents the analyses of three single shocks, the first of which was given when the preparation was fresh, and the third just before it ceased to respond to a stimulus. I t will be observed that the development of the E.M.F. occupies from one-third to one-half the time required for its subsidence, and that the duration of the maximum is relatively short. And analyses of other photographs-of which examples were given in our paper-show that no new development of E.M.1. takes place U1Thetlectrical phenomena of excited nerve and those of the electrical organ of Malapterurus are thus similar as regards these two pom s, namely, (1) the relative duration of development and of subsidence ; (2) incapacity to show a second electromotive change while the first is | Fartherconfirmation is thus afforded of Professor Gotch's view, that the electrical phenomena of such fish are of nervous origin.
Rlimination of Fibres which do not reach the Second Lead.
The function fig) may be investigated by taking advantage of the fact that a nerve may be excited at either end. If two pairs of exciting electrodes are placed, one at each end of a long nerve, an a Pa11^ electrometer leads between, as far apart as the length of the preparation will admit, the resulting curves will differ according to w ic en is excited. For when the electrodes at the proximal end are used, every fibre of the nerve is excited, but in the other case only those that reach the distal end are affected. Accordingly, the latter curve thoug smaller, is more symmetrical, and represents a simpler condition, from which f (q) is eliminated. # . When the proximal end is excited, as in the majority of expenmen sr the results are curiously complicated by conditions depending on the rate of propagation, the distance between the electrodes, and in addi tion their actual position on the nerve. For the ends of the fibres are not evenly distributed along the nerve, but occur in groups wherever a branch has been cut, and the effect of some of these groups can occa sionally be distinctly recognised in a series of curves from the same preparation. _ , When the distal end is excited the resulting curves confirm the conclusion arrived at from my analyses that the development of the E.M.F. at any point is more rapid than its subsidence. A typical illustration jof this is given in fig. 18 , the analysis of the response o & kept nerve, with leads 3*1 cm. apart, at a temperature of 5^ .
A complete interpretation of this analysis cannot be given, as t e commencement of the response is masked by the movement o t e meniscus due to escape of the exciting induction shock, and there are not sufficient data to determine the rate of propagation, v, wit accuracy.
, , But from other examples it may be inferred that the length oi tne wave was less than the distance between the electrodes. This is con- [Feb U firmed by the shape of the curve, which shows 0'0005 second, during which time the wave between the electrodes. a zero pause of about must have been wholly Accordingly the rise of the electro-positive potential difference is due to the passage of the wave-front (development of E M F ) past the first electrometer lead, and the fall of it to the end of 'the wave (subsidence of E.M.F.) passing the first lead.
Similarly the first part of the second or electro-negative phase is due to the arrival of the front of the wave at the second lead, and the second part to the cessation of the E.M.F. under the second lead Hence it may be inferred since (?) is eliminated, that the distance from maximum electro-positive to maximum electro-negative represents the time ****** ***** -006* <x>6*. -oofs. F ig-. 18. Nerve excited at distallend to eliminate effect of only under one lead. T = 5° C. Leads 3 1 c required for the response to travel from one lead to another. This gives a velocity, v, of about 1000 cm. per second, and since there is a zero pause of at least 0'0005 second, the whole wave of electrical response from beginning to end cannot have been more than 2*6 cm. long, and the duration of the electrical effect at each point may have been about 1/400 second. I t should be noticed that the first part of the electro-positive phase and the first part of the electro-negative last a much shorter time than the end of the electro-negative and the end of the electro-positive. This agrees with what has been already stated about the rapid develop ment and slow subsidence of the E.M.F. The shape of the second phase indicates that the nerve had been slightly injured near the proximal lead. The smaller E.M.F. is partly accounted for by the fact that although f (q) is eliminated, the short-cir unexcited nerve-fibres which surround the active fibres near the proximal endr shunts part of the current. This curve should be compared with No. 1535 in fig. 14 , in which the wave of electrical response is longer than the distance between^ the* leads, and consequently the first phase is due entirely to the develop ment, and the second to the subsidence, of the E.M.E.
The material discussed in this paper consists mainly of some 1900' photographs of the electrical response of nerve, taken in the Physio logical Laboratory, Oxford, by Professor Gotch and myself. I have made full analyses of more than 150 of the curves, and have measured the principal points of a much larger number.
Many other examples could be given, but I have in each ease* selected the one best suited, either from the sharpness of the definition or the completeness of the data, to illustrate the theory. It hasbecome evident from a comparison of the photographs, that the values of v, 0, it,and Jar, are greatly affected by temperature and the condi tion of the preparation; but as these involve the physiological side o f the problem, which will be dealt with by Professor Gotch, I have for the present confined myself to showing the methods by which theymay be determined. W hat may be called the Insulation Eesistance of the capillary electrometer is important for two reasons-first, as to its bearing on the theory of the instrument, and secondly, as affecting the method of using it in dealing with electrical charges or quantities of limited amount. I propose briefly to record some of my own experiments on, this head.
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In many capillary electrometers, if an excursion of the meniscus is produced by touching the terminals with a source of electromotive force and then removing it, leaving the circuit open, the meniscus returns in a comparatively short time to the position it would occupy if the instrument were short circuited. In other words, the charge,, which, as Lippmann showed, is contained in the instrument as long as the meniscus is deflected from its zero position, gradually leaks away. The question naturally arises, whether this leakage is accidental like
